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Robert Jeffress

Jerry Falwell
@JerryFalwellJr

Our friend @Paula_White is about to release her new book 
“Something Greater”. Paula’s life is an encouragement to so 
many and I’m sure this book will encourage you.  Here is a link to 
pre-order at a discounted rate. booksamillion.com/p/Something-
Gr…

208 10:50 AM - Oct 7, 2019

141 people are talking about this

Something Greater: Paula White-Cain: 97815…
Something Greater: Paula White-Cain:
9781546033479: Hardcover: Christian Living -
Inspirational book
booksamillion.com

Dr. Robert Jeffress
@robertjeffress

My friend @Paula_White has a wonderful new book releasing 
tomorrow about God’s power to transform lives. Read 
SOMETHING GREATER and give it to anyone looking for hope!

260 6:01 PM - Oct 14, 2019 Follow Us on Twitter!  Tweet  Share
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Jack Graham

262 people are talking about this

Jack Graham
@jackngraham

My good friend @Paula_White has written a new book which 
releases tomorrow. It is powerful. I highly recommend it!

329 6:41 PM - Oct 14, 2019

271 people are talking about this

David Brody
@DavidBrodyCBN

At tonight’s White House evangelical dinner, Paula White 
presents a Bible to @POTUS and @FLOTUS , signed by over 
100 Christians and inscribed with a quote. Read here. 
@CBNNews @WhiteHouse @realDonaldTrump

392 9:03 PM - Aug 27, 2018
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See also: 

Malachi O'Brien

Malachi O'Brien
@malachiobrien

My friend @Paula_White #SomethingGreater book releases 
tomorrow. It is a very real & vulnerable behind the scenes story 
of her life. The ups and downs. The pain & celebration. A story of 
grace and the Gospel. You won’t regret reading it.
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More comments on Trump's supporters helping advertise Paula White-Cain's book:
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https://mobile.twitter.com/AlanLCross/status/11840855381203599
36

Drew Dyck
@drewdyck

Ah, amazing how shared political allegiances can help people 
paper over serious theological disagreements. Very sweet. 
twitter.com/JoWiKi/status/…

Josh King @JoWiKi
Interesting. #TrumpsChurch
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Jonathan Wilson-Hartgrove
@wilsonhartgrove

Baptist pastor @AlanLCross insists upon a basic distinction b/w 
the worship of power & the worship of Christ. 
twitter.com/AlanLCross/sta…

19 6:58 AM - Oct 15, 2019

See Jonathan Wilson-Hartgrove's other Tweets

𝐎. 𝐀𝐥𝐚𝐧 𝐍𝐨𝐛𝐥𝐞
@TheAlanNoble

Looks like the Court Evangelicals all joined Paula White’s book
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Looks like the Court Evangelicals all joined Paula White s book 
launch team. Hope the swag was worth it.

168 5:43 AM - Oct 15, 2019 · Shawnee, OK
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Jonathan Wilson-Hartgrove
@wilsonhartgrove

Replying to @AndyRowell

The Church of DJT

6 7:22 AM - Oct 15, 2019

See Jonathan Wilson-Hartgrove's other Tweets



Costi W. Hinn
@costiwhinn

I’ll be the unpopular guy here.

Pastor Jack, I respect your decades of service but enough is 
enough. I don’t know you personally and have no way of getting 
into your inner circle to say this. So, here it is. 

She may share White House privilege with you... 
twitter.com/jackngraham/st…

Jack Graham @jackngraham
My good friend @Paula_White has written a new book which releases 
tomorrow. It is powerful. I highly recommend it!

1,085 9:59 PM - Oct 14, 2019
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Jonathan Merritt
@JonathanMerritt

For those of you who know something about the politics of the 
Southern Baptist Convention, I leave this here for you without 
comment. twitter.com/jackngraham/st…

Jack Graham @jackngraham
My good friend @Paula_White has written a new book which releases 
tomorrow. It is powerful. I highly recommend it!
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Derek Radney
@derekradney

The 1st voice I have heard (I may have missed others) frm w/in 
the SBC calling 4 disfellowship. When I brought it up yrs ago in 

'16, many SBCers said the SBC doesn't have this power. Yet 
they've done this w/ many churches over doctrine. The reason 
ppl resist this move is power. twitter.com/samueld_james/…

Samuel James @samueld_james
The SBC can and should formally disfellowship FBC Dallas over its 
pastor’s promotion of heretical teaching. twitter.com/robertjeffress…

12 8:25 AM - Oct 15, 2019

See Derek Radney's other Tweets



John Starke
@john_starke

I am not part of whatever drug deal Jeffress and White are 
cooking up. twitter.com/robertjeffress…

Dr. Robert Jeffress @robertjeffress
My friend @Paula_White has a wonderful new book releasing 
tomorrow about God’s power to transform lives. Read SOMETHING 
GREATER and give it to anyone looking for hope!

98 6:31 AM - Oct 15, 2019
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Erick Erickson
@EWErickson

Amazing seeing a group of Southern Baptist ministers promoting 
a prosperity gospel heretic’s book because they’re all Trump 
humpers. They’d never do that for certain female orthodox Bible 
believing Southern Baptists because OMG those ladies might 
teach men too.

332 8:53 AM - Oct 15, 2019

110 people are talking about this



Thread: 

Ross Douthat
@DouthatNYT

The Trump-era reconciliation of prominent conservative-Baptist 
pastors with prominent prosperity theologians is quite 
noteworthy:twitter.com/jackngraham/st…

Jack Graham @jackngraham
My good friend @Paula_White has written a new book which releases 
tomorrow. It is powerful. I highly recommend it!

166 9:17 AM - Oct 15, 2019
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Andy Rowell
@AndyRowell

Paula White-Cain, Jerry Falwell Jr., Franklin Graham, Robert 
Jeffress, Jack Graham, and Malachi O'Brien all attended the Aug 
27, 2018 meeting at the White House with President Trump. 
andyrowell.net/andy_rowell/20… twitter.com/AndyRowell/sta…

Evangelicals meeting with Trump at the White House August 2…
The first part of this post is a roundup of information including a
partial list of which "evangelical leaders" attended a meeting with
andyrowell.net Follow Us on Twitter!  Tweet  Share
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Andy Rowell @AndyRowell
Paula White-Cain to Trump: "History will record the greatness you 
have brought for generations."

Jerry Falwell Jr.mobile.twitter.com/JerryFalwellJr…
Franklin Grahammobile.twitter.com/Franklin_Graha…
Robert Jeffresstwitter.com/robertjeffress…
Jack 

Grahamtwitter.com/jackngraham/st…mobile.twitter.com/DavidBrodyCB
N/…

6 12:47 AM - Oct 15, 2019

See Andy Rowell's other Tweets



Matt Smethurst
@MattSmethurst

Endorsing heretics, just because they agree with you on politics, 
shows who your real god is.

—@DrMoore (paraphrased)

1,150 6:20 AM - Oct 15, 2019

203 people are talking about this



Matthew Anderson
@mattleeanderson

As I keep saying, the imperative on white evangelicals to break 
the link with Trump is more urgent than ever. 

If only Dems’ hadn’t embraced a suicidal extremism and decided 
to do everything in their power to drive as many anxious 
evangelicals back into Trump’s arms as they can. 
twitter.com/DouthatNYT/sta…

Ross Douthat @DouthatNYT
The Trump-era reconciliation of prominent conservative-Baptist pastors 
with prominent prosperity theologians is quite 
noteworthy:twitter.com/jackngraham/st…
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Warren "I am speechless" Throckmorton
@wthrockmorton

No one should be surprised that the evangelical leaders support 
Paula White's book. They have sold themselves for Trump. What 
is one more compromise for the Trump team? 
twitter.com/AndyRowell/sta…

Andy Rowell @AndyRowell
Replying to @Franklin_Graham and 2 others
See also:

Jerry Falwell Jr.mobile.twitter.com/JerryFalwellJr…

Robert Jeffresstwitter.com/robertjeffress…

Jack Grahamtwitter.com/jackngraham/st…

They have bonded over telling Trump: "History will record the 
greatness that you have brought for 
generations."mobile.twitter.com/DavidBrodyCBN/…

15 9:51 AM - Oct 15, 2019

See Warren "I am speechless" Throckmorton's other Tweets
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Daniel Akin
@DannyAkin

The prosperity gospel is the gospel of spiritual wolves. We reject 
it and we must protect our people from it! @DanielRitchie 
@SEBTS @CollegeSE

193 9:13 AM - Oct 15, 2019

33 people are talking about this



hannah anderson
@sometimesalight

Also, I'm not doctrinally scandalized by big Eva names endorsing 
books by prosperity gospel preachers--even SBC pastors doing 
so. Isn't a kind of prosperity gospel the link in all this mess to 
begin with?

107 9:53 AM - Oct 15, 2019

22 people are talking about this



Melissa Moore
@MelissaMoore77

I am NOT defending Paula White but folks finally condemning 
Jack Graham, Robert Jeffress, & Franklin Graham b/c of their 
promotion of her book hits me odd. Like, they’ve been saying 
asinine things for months on end but endorsement of this woman 
is the thing that brings clarity?

1,292 10:26 AM - Oct 15, 2019

171 people are talking about this



John Starke
@john_starke

I'm not just frustrated that Franklin Graham and Robert Jeffress 
endorsed Paula White's book because it makes them look foolish 
and like a fraud. 

I'm frustrated that many evangelicals with sincere faith trust 
Graham and Jeffress (rightly or wrongly) and will buy/read the 
book.

201 10:40 AM - Oct 15, 2019

23 people are talking about this



Jacob Denhollander
@JJ_Denhollander

Spoiler: none of the celebrity pastor endorsers read the book. It's 
assistants, all the way down.

158 9:42 AM - Oct 15, 2019

22 people are talking about this



Tyler Wigg-Stevenson
@TylerWS

Replying to @MelissaMoore77 @mattleeanderson

The endorsements are so similar that a message clearly went 
around with a suggested tweet The interesting exception was
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around with a suggested tweet. The interesting exception was 
Franklin graham’s, which seemed palpably uncomfortable with 
itself and bet-hedging: PW’s life is “interesting”, people “might” 
want to check out the book.

25 12:33 PM - Oct 15, 2019

See Tyler Wigg-Stevenson's other Tweets



Tyler Wigg-Stevenson
@TylerWS

Replying to @MelissaMoore77 @mattleeanderson

“There is clearly a source document—let’s call it Q—from which 
the tweets were drawn, with only minor adaptations by the 
named authors. The Graham tweet, however, shows significant 
editing of Q, perhaps by an anxious scribe...”

76 12:43 PM - Oct 15, 2019

See Tyler Wigg-Stevenson's other Tweets



Julie Roys
@reachjulieroys

Leading evangelicals once considered prosperity preacher 
@Paula_White to be a heretic. Now several are endorsing her 
new book, including @jackngraham @robertjeffress 
@Franklin_Graham & @jerryfalwelljr julieroys.com/leading-
evange…

52 12:24 PM - Oct 15, 2019

54 people are talking about this

Leading Evangelicals Endorse Prosperity Preacher Paula Whit…
Paula White, the thrice married, prosperity preacher worth millions,
who chairs Donald Trump’s evangelical advisory board, was once
julieroys.com



Another Trump supporter signals his support of Paula White-Cain

Dr. Tim Clinton

Pain and brokenness cry out in all of our hearts for relief, for healing, for a reason why, and for a
new day. SOMETHING GREATER tells Paula White-Cain's...

https://www.facebook.com/82475542664/posts/10156477646592665/

@DrTimClinton
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Ralph Reed has also endorsed Paula White-Cain's book. 

Julie Roys
@reachjulieroys

UPDATE: Another evang leader endorses @Paula_White's 
book: @ralphreed of @FaithandFreedom. We can now safely 
say the common thread of those who endorsed this prosperity 
heretic is alignment w/ @POTUS. Could we possibly prostitute 
ourselves more for this idol of political power? 
twitter.com/ralphreed/stat…

Ralph Reed @ralphreed
.@Paula_White 's book #SomethingGreater launches today. An 
amazing read. Honest & inspiring. I’ve read it and I highly recommend 
this terrific book!
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Greg Laurie has apparently deleted his tweet. @greglaurie

@reachjulieroys
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Costi W. Hinn
@costiwhinn

My Op-Ed for @RNS on the endorsement of Paula White by 
SBC influencers.

Yes, I quoted @BethMooreLPM.

No, not everyone will like the brutal honesty.

Never, will I let my love for the SBC and for dear friends in it 
muzzle telling it like it is.

Wake up.religionnews.com/2019/10/18/tru…

457 4:18 PM - Oct 18, 2019

153 people are talking about this

Trump-drunk tweets touting Paula White boo…
(RNS) — It is healthy for evangelical leaders to
want to influence the president, but when
appeasement of Trump extends to promoting
religionnews.com



Johnnie Moore  also endorsed Paula White-Cain's book.@JohnnieM

Julie Roys
@reachjulieroys

.@greglaurie deleted his tweet endorsing @Paula_White but his 
endorsement is also on cover of her book. Says White 
"genuinely wants to use her profound influence for good." Has he 
seen her website? She's using influence to get donations by 
decreeing "deliverance & prosperity."

54 2:09 PM - Oct 19, 2019

25 people are talking about this



 Johnnie Moore endorsed Paula White-Cain's book, which should not be a surprise since he was or is her

publicist!

See Nov 2017 profile by 

washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/maga…

mentions

@juliaduin
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 "She gets attacked every single day on social media, email, phone calls," Moore says. "This has cost her. And

it's never enough. She has nothing to gain from this." 

White picks who is invited to the White House and they then endorse her book. It seems like she gains from

Trump. 

mentions



 Nine of Trump's supporters have endorsed Paula White-Cain's book: 

Jerry Falwell Jr., Franklin Graham, Robert Jeffress, Jack Graham, Malachi O'Brien, Tim Clinton, Ralph Reed,

Greg Laurie, and Johnnie Moore (who was / is her publicist). 

See this thread. 

mentions

Evangelicals meeting with Trump at the White House August 27, 2018

The first part of this post is a roundup of information including a partial list of which "evangelical
leaders" attended a meeting with Trump at the White House, and the second part of this post is
a…

https://www.andyrowell.net/andy_rowell/2018/08/evangelicals-meeting-with-trump-at-the-whi…



10th Trump advisor Jentezen Franklin promotes Paula White's book. 

Jentezen Franklin
@Jentezen

This book is a remarkable story of God’s ability to take the 
broken pieces of our life and form a beautiful mosaic for His 
glory! After you read the stories in this book, you will never doubt 
that God has “Something Greater” for your life. Order it today! 
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She buys Trump condo for $3.5 million, she invites them to the White House, they promote her book. 

The book sounds terrible. 

Franklin Graham deleted his tweet. 

g y y
freech.pl/2OOIAr7

46 9:34 AM - Oct 15, 2019

See Jentezen Franklin's other Tweets

Paula White's new book 'Something Greater' is revealing, disturbing and depressing

The new book from Donald Trump's spiritual adviser demonstrates why so much of the US
evangelical church is in deep trouble.

https://www.christiantoday.com/article/paula-whites-new-book-something-greater-is-revealing…



Here is my writeup on this story: 

"Ten of Trump's evangelical advisers promote Paula White-Cain's new book —revealing their priority is loyalty to

Trump."

Ten of Trump's evangelical advisers promote Paula White-Cain's new book —revealing …

Ten of Trump's evangelical supporters have promoted Paula White-Cain's new book. Here they
are: Jerry Falwell Jr., Franklin Graham, Robert Jeffress, Jack Graham, Malachi O'Brien, Tim Clinton,
Ralph R…

https://www.andyrowell.net/andy_rowell/2019/10/ten-of-trumps-evangelical-advisers-promote…



By  and Leah Payne: @AaronLGriffith

Daniel Silliman
@danielsilliman
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@danielsilliman

Another look at the endorsements of Paul White-Cain’s new 
book.  christianitytoday.com/ct/2019/octobe…

1 11:22 AM - Oct 22, 2019

See Daniel Silliman's other Tweets

Paula White-Cain’s Evangelical Support Squad Isn’t as Surpris…
The movement has a long history of partnerships that transcend
doctrinal divides.
christianitytoday.com



Mark Dever
@MarkDever

My Southern Baptist pastor brothers, according to John 3:16, you 
shouldn’t be endorsing Paula White as a teacher.

2,424 5:15 AM - Oct 25, 2019

771 people are talking about this



Jay Strack is the eleventh of Trump's "evangelical leaders" to promote Paula White-Cain's book.

Jerry Falwell Jr., Franklin Graham, Robert Jeffress, Jack Graham, Malachi O'Brien, Tim Clinton, Ralph Reed,

Greg Laurie, Jentezen Franklin, and Johnnie Moore. 

Jay Strack
@Jstrack007

Once a critic of #paulawhite-cain, I have learned that we don’t 
have to agree on everything to care deeply about what’s 
important. Her book screams one amazing truth: If God is for me 
who can be against me! #somethinggreater

7 1:30 PM - Oct 17, 2019 · Doctor Phillips, FL

See Jay Strack's other Tweets
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Enjoying this thread?

ospe ty gospe  p eac e s:

Andy Rowell
@AndyRowell

Replying to @houseofannie @jackmjenkins

Paula White-Cain and Kenneth Copeland attended August 27, 
2018 meeting at the White 
House:andyrowell.net/andy_rowell/20…
Oct 2019 group: publicpool.kinja.com/subject-in-tow…
Mark Burns: time.com/donald-trump-p…

Image: Blessed: A History of the American Prosperity Gospel By 
Kate Bowler, p. 253.

1 1:24 PM - Nov 5, 2019
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Try unrolling a thread yourself!
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see allMore from @AndyRowell

Andy Rowell

Thread on Fri, Jan 3, 2020 5 pm: "'Evangelicals for Trump'
Coalition Launch" event at King Jesus International Ministry
in Miami led by Guillermo Maldonado, who is one of the
twenty core "evangelical leaders" who have frequently
gathered at the White House to support Trump. 👇

Guillermo Maldonado at the White House on his Instagram:
instagram.com/p/Bcn5ugun_xI/…
instagram.com/p/BiUrR1EHIsQ/…
instagram.com/p/BiVfbVVnb4F/…

l

Read 59 tweets

@AndyRowell

Dec 30th 2019

Andy Rowell

Thread with reactions to this below.

I have put "evangelical" in parenthesis because people
increasingly do not use the term because it is so associated
with politics. They would have used the term in the past to
express their high regard for the Bible and conviction that
Jesus is "good news" (Greek: euangelion).

English professor at "evangelical" university Oklahoma
Baptist and writer:

Read 232 tweets

@AndyRowell

Dec 19th 2019

Andy Rowell

Here is a list of the worship leaders who met with President
Trump at the White House on Friday, December 6, 2019.
andyrowell.net/andy_rowell/20…

@AndyRowell

Dec 11th 2019
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Read 23 tweets

Related threads

🆘(202) 224-3121 ⬅ ☎ CONGRESS

People I haven't lost sight of: Tom Barrack Steve Bannon
Robert and Rebekah Mercer Carl Icahn Erik Prince Katie
Johnson Maria "Doe" from Waterbury, CT Alexander Nix and
Cambridge Analytica Len Blavatnik Felix Sater and Bayrock
Emin and Aras Agalarov

Alpha Bank server in Trump Tower George Nader Black Cube
Peter Thiel Oleg Deripaska Donald Barr Ivana Trump Semion
Mogilevich Jerry Falwell Sheriff David Clarke Mariia Butina
Paul Erickson The Council for National Policy The Family

l ll

Read 5 tweets

@juliabhaber

Oct 13th 2019

Zach Everson

Just last night, @realDonaldTrump shared a Trump Org
tweet promoting— Ferry Point. Via @1100Penn
bit.ly/2EbZMke

 If Eric Trump is no longer involved in his charity, why
does this golfer—who just played in a benefit for it—call it
"the Eric Trump Foundation"? [H/T @npenzenstadler] Via
@1100Penn zacheverson.substack.com/p/trump-plugge…

 Last night a gala was held to celebrate students who
committed to enlist in the U S military after graduation It

Read 904 tweets

@Z_Everson

May 16th 2019

mentions

mentions

Friend or Foe?

1. #News ~ Was The CIA Source the Of Inaccurate 'Russia
Probe' Leaks Against Donald Trump? Two Senators Are
Trying To Find Out zerohedge.com/news/2019-05-0…
#Trump #Qanon #WWG1WGA @realDonaldTrump
#Spygate #JusticeComing #SOON #ReleaseFISA #TickTock
#ItsHappening

2. #News ~ 'I'd Call That Spying': CIA's Ex-Counterintel
Chief Says FBI Conducted Espionage On Trump Campaign
zerohedge.com/news/2019-05-0… #Trump #Qanon

l ld k k

Read 109 tweets

@starknightz

May 7th 2019

Jonathan Wilson-Hartgrove

The Bible that was abridged to assuage the fears of
slaveholders after the Haitian revolution has been in the
news. There’s much more to this story. As faith-rooted
abolitionists fought to end human bondage,
#SlaveholderReligion built its own denominations in the 19th
cen...

As Rev Robert Dabney of Richmond, VA confessed mid 19th
century, pro-slavery advocates had to “push the Bible
argument continually” to try to take the moral high ground
f b l

Read 6 tweets

@wilsonhartgrove

Dec 10th 2018

Jeremy Newberger

MATT LAUER: Welcome back to the Trump Millitary parade.
I'm Matt Lauer with cohost Lana Trump for Trump TV.
LARA TRUMP: Lara. MATT LAUER: Whatever. Coming
down Pennsylvania Ave is the US Army Fife and drum corps
with honorary parade delegate Scott Baio. LARA TRUMP:
Love him!

MATT LAUER: Interesting fact, President Trump was
actually in the Army, Navy, Air Force, and Marines. LARA
TRUMP: Wow! MATT LAUER: You know how some celebs

h k

Read 16 tweets

@jeremynewberger

Feb 6th 2018

Zach Everson

President and Mrs. Trump are dining at the Trump Hotel DC
right now.

It’s a 7:41 drive from the White House to the Trump Hotel DC
(with a motorcade; slower for you).

Read 373 tweets

@Z_Everson

Oct 28th 2017
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